ANTHRO 105-0-26 EVOLUTION & SOCIAL BEHAVIOR: THE BASICS
June 19 - July 30 TuTh 1-3:30pm Irons, Williams EV CAMPUS

This course addresses the question of how evolution has shaped social behavior in animals and human beings. Ethnographic and other anthropological evidence supporting the use of this theory is then presented.

ANTHRO 211-0-26 CULTURE AND SOCIETY
June 19 - July 30 MW 10am -12:30pm Derderian, Beth EV CAMPUS

This course is a basic introduction to cultural anthropology and ethnography: the core research tool of the qualitative social sciences. We will read good ethnographies, watch classic documentaries, and even listen to music on a wide variety of topics such as race, sex, and gender.

ANTHRO 213-0-26 HUMAN ORIGINS
June 19 - July 30 TuTh 10am -12:30pm Bragg, Jared EV CAMPUS

This course will focus on the study of human origins, or paleoanthropology and explore how theories like evolution have come about and expanded over time. We will learn about our closest living relatives - primates - and how an appreciation of their life history and behavior reflect the modern human condition.

ANTHRO 214-0-26 ARCHAEOLOGY
June 19 - July 30 MW 1pm-3:30pm Harris, Khadene EV CAMPUS

In this class, you will be introduced to the questions, theories, and methods of archaeology. You will learn about how archaeologists locate, survey, and excavate the great monuments of the past; how they study artifacts in the lab; and how they use the stuff they find to piece together stories.

ANTHRO 390-0-20 ANTHROPOLOGY OF AFRICAN CIVIL WARS
June 19 - July 30 MW 6:30pm-9pm Murphy, William EV CAMPUS

The course focuses on the micro-practices of violence in the daily organization of civil war and the relationship between everyday social practices of violence and macro-level structural forces of politics and economics. Readings are mainly from anthropology but other social sciences that use ethnographic methods to study civil war will be discussed.